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COVID-19 AND GLOBAL GROWTH RATES

The IMF’s World Economic Outlook: growth 
projections. 

Pakistan: positive 2.4 percent growth -> 
contraction of 0.4 percent in FY20.

In contrast, global growth rates: -4.9%

Worse for advanced economies: -8%.

Impact was markedly worse for most frontier 
and emerging markets



INITIAL IMPACTS

Pakistan: 76,398 cases, 1,621 deaths. 

56.6% of the population socioeconomically vulnerable 

Women and children, home-based and piece rate workers, and 
marginalized groups most affected



PAKISTAN’S RESPONSE TO COVID-19

Increased spending on crisis response, 
including emergency healthcare, social 
protection, and business support 

National Command and Operation 
Center (NCOC). 

Initially headed by Asad Omer and later 
Dr. Faisal Sultan

Data-driven decision-making: real-time 
implementation on critical decisions.

Early and micro-lockdowns.

https://ncoc.gov.pk/


ECONOMIC SLOWDOWN - I

World Bank’s GDP growth reduction prediction:

2.4 percent in 2020 -> 1.1 percent in 2021

Fiscal deficit: 10%.

All things considered, Pakistan fared better than most of the globe.



ECONOMIC SLOWDOWN - II

World Bank’s Pakistan Development report:

Poverty—measured at the lower middle-income 
class poverty line of $3.20 Purchasing Power 
Parity 2011 per day—declined from 37 
percent in FY20 to 34 percent in FY21

Post-pandemic environ mired by geopolitics, 
local politics, and shortsighted economic 
decisions.



KEY FACTORS: GLOBAL RECESSION

Global growth slump: 5.7% (2021) -> 2.9% 
(2022)

Same projection for 2023-24 (Ukraine factor)

Disruptions in activity, investment, and trade in 
the near term.

Despite global economy expansion in 2021 
IMF has downgraded its forecast for 2022 and 
2023

Pakistan at very high risk

Less revenue = difficult debt servicing, services 
disruption, poverty increase



KEY FACTORS: LOCAL POLITICAL CONTEXT

Pakistani politics: social unrest, 
national polarization, market 
confidence

Sovereign default risk

Out with the old, in with the new

Political acrimony, reconciliation, 
actors, and spoilers



KEY FACTORS: GLOBAL OIL PRICES

Energy circular debt (ECD): Rs 2.6 trillion

How this came about?

The economic suicide of February 2022

IMF forced decision-making

Unhappy masses and civil unrest



KEY FACTORS: GEOPOLITICS AND GEOECONOMICS

Geopolitics -> geoeconomics: economic interdependence and 

Pakistan:
- Global War on Terror
- facilitate US counterterrorism efforts
- battling homeland insurgents and terror groups
- key China ally
- BRI and CPEC
- PM in Russia -> Ukraine

Introspection and attempted course-correction -> local politics



WHAT NEEDS TO HAPPEN?

A rules-based regional union

Transnational infrastructure capitalized, and further developed

We also need a stronger, more cohesive narrative on geoeconomics

Scaling up of digital infrastructure

Leverage market interdependence

Connect economists, businesspersons, security analysts: find sweet spot

Export-based industries, no rent-seeking, economic viability



TABADLAB’S INITIATIVES

ARC Dialogue

stanXstan

Afghan Solutions Summit


